The non-circular curved face gear drive is also called the orthogonal variable transmission ratio face gear drive. It is generated by replacing the spur pinion and its conjugated face gear of a conventional face gear drive by a non-circular gear and its conjugated face gear [1] . The transmission ratio is variable when the non-circular curved face gear engages with non-circular gear, since the teeth distributed on the cylindrical surface. This is the most significant feature compared to the conventional face gear. This type of gear drive has many possible applications in the field of engineering, textile, agriculture, etc.
INTRODUCTION
The non-circular curved face gear drive is also called the orthogonal variable transmission ratio face gear drive. It is generated by replacing the spur pinion and its conjugated face gear of a conventional face gear drive by a non-circular gear and its conjugated face gear [1] . The transmission ratio is variable when the non-circular curved face gear engages with non-circular gear, since the teeth distributed on the cylindrical surface. This is the most significant feature compared to the conventional face gear. This type of gear drive has many possible applications in the field of engineering, textile, agriculture, etc.
In 1940, Buckingham came up with the concept of the face gear in the paper [2] , which he defined as a rack of changing tooth pitch and pressure angles; Litvin and his team made a strong contribution to the research about face gears on the basis of their predecessors' research. His book [3] gave in-depth research about the surface of the face gear in terms of the gear geometry and meshing principle; Ji et al and Zhu et al. did a lot of research on face gears in the field of tooth surface contact analysis, strength, coincidence degree theory, etc. [4] ; Lin et al. were the first to propose a non-circular curved face gear and explored its tooth profile analysis, machining simulation, measurement, etc. and this study made significant achievements. To date there has been little research about the tooth profile of non-circular curved face gears [5] and [6] .
The error of the tooth profile will not only impact on the instantaneous transmission accuracy but also cause plastic deformation on the tooth surface of intermeshing gear. There exist some methods for using the numerical method to solve the gear tooth profile, for instance, Xia et al., Li et al. and Tong et al. calculated the tooth profile of a bevel gear using the numerical method which was based on the spherical coordinates [7] to [9] . In the field of gear measurement, Guenther et al. and Zhang et al. put forward some new theories and methods of measuring and analyzing gears [10] to [12] . But, at present, there is no practical way of using the numerical method to solve the tooth profile of non-circular curved face gear. This paper presents a new general numerical method used to calculate the tooth profile of a non-circular curved face gear. This method will serve as an important reference basis in the field of modeling, processing, analyzing errors of measurement, and so forth.
PARAMETERS OF THE CURVE IN THE CYLINDRICAL COORDINATE SYSTEM
The non-circular curved face gear is a kind of cylindrical gear. In order to describe and calculate the parameters of the gear more accurately, this paper prepared a study of the angle and the expansion of the curve under the cylindrical coordinate system. Fig. 1 . Parameters of the curve in the cylindrical coordinate system
As shown in Fig. 1 , O -XYZ is the cylindrical coordinate system, Γ is one curve on the cylindrical surface, M and N are any two points on the curve. θ is the rotation angle which is from the positive X axis to the point. h is the distance between the point and the bottom surface, γ is the central angle of the point on the curve, R is the cylindrical radius.
Basic Description of the Curve
Assume that the equation of any curve is:
Expansion of the Curve
The line linking all points on the curve to the center of the circle in the bottom surface will compose a conical surface. As shown in Fig. 1 
Thus the expansion angle β corresponding to the curve MN is:
2 PITCH CURVE OF THE NON-CIRCULAR CURVED FACE GEAR
Equation of the Pitch Curve
According to the meshing relationship of the noncircular curved face gear pair, a coordinate system can be established.
Fig. 2. Meshing coordinate of the non-circular curved face gear
As shown in Fig. 2 , the axis of the non-circular gear is orthogonal to axis of the non-circular curved face gear. As shown in Fig. 2 , O 1 -X 1 Y 1 Z 1 is the fixed coordinate system of the non-circular gear. O 2 -X 2 Y 2 Z 2 is the fixed coordinate system of the noncircular curved face gear. The point P 1 is on the pitch curve of non-circular gear and the point P 2 is on the pitch curve of non-circular curved face gear. When P 1 coincides with P 2 , the non-circular gear turns at an angle of ξ 1 , and the non-circular curved face gear turns at an angle of ξ 2 . The radius of the pitch curve of the non-circular curved face gear is R, and the radius vector of the non-circular gear is r(ξ 1 ) . Under the conditions of Fig. 2 , the distance between the axis of the non-circular gear and the bottom surface of the face gear is E. I is the pitch curve of non-circular curved face gear.
According to the theory of non-circular gears, the equation for the pitch curve of the non-circular gear is:
r a e e n ξ ξ
where, ξ 1 is the polar angle of the elliptic gear, a is half of the longer axis of the ellipse, e is the eccentricity of the ellipse, n 1 is the order of the non-circular gear. When the parameters in Eq. (6) were chosen as follows: a = 35 mm, e = 0.1 and n 1 changes from 1 to 4. The pitch curve of the non-circular gear can be shown in Fig. 3 . In the meshing process of the non-circular gear and non-circular curved face gear, the center distance is fixed. From the geometric relationship shown in Fig. 2 , Eq. (7) is correct at any point in time.
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where, h(ξ 2 ) is the distance between the point on the pitch curve and the bottom surface when the noncircular face gear turns an angle ξ 2 . By substituting Eq. (6) and Eq. (7) into Eq. (1), the pitch curve of the non-circular curved face gear can be obtained. 
where, When the angle β = πβ m , β m is the modulus angle of the tooth. The tooth profile of the non-circular curved face gear changes when the direction of the tooth width changes and so does the modulus angle.
Addendum Angle and Dedendum Angle
As shown in Fig. 5 , the addendum line, pitch curve and dedendum line of the non-circular curved face gear are on the cylindrical surface Π. The tangential plane through the center point O of the bottom surface intersects with the addendum line, pitch curve and dedendum line at points M, P and N. MN is the tangent section on the cylindrical surface. Angles MOP and PON are defined as the addendum angle and the dedendum angle. And,
where, h a * is the addendum coefficient, c * is the dedendum coefficient. β m is the modulus angle.
So the addendum and dedendum of the noncircular curved face gear are:
where, γ is the center angle, R is the radius of the pitch curve of non-circular curved face gear, α a is the addendum angle of non-circular curved face gear, and α f is the dedendum angle of non-circular curved face gear. 
USING THE NUMERICAL METHOD TO SOLVE TOOTH PROFILE
The fundamental theory of the numerical method in solving the tooth profile of non-circular curved face gear is derived from the generating process of the noncircular curved face gear. The generating process is shown in Fig. 6 .
Fig . 6 . Coordinate system of generating process
As shown in Fig. 6 , O k -X k Y k Z k is rigidly connected to the frame of the cutting machine.
is rigidly connected to the frame of the cutting machine. O 2' -X 2' Y 2' Z 2' is rigidly connected to the non-circular curved face gear.
According to the principle of gear engagement, the transformation matrix from X kk' to M 2'2 can be derived as: 
where, ψ is the rotating angle of cutter when the noncircular curved face gear rotates at an angle of ξ 2 . The rotation angle of the cutter can be obtained from the processing geometric relationships. 
where r'(ξ) is the derivative of r(ξ) and r k is the radius of the pitch curve of cutter gear.
Equation of the Equidistant Curve of the Pitch Curve
The equation of the normal equidistant curve can be derived from the pitch curve equation of the noncircular curved face gear. In Fig. 7 , curves 1, 2, 3 stand for the expansion of addendum line, pitch curve and dedendum line of a non-circular curved face gear, respectively. P a is the intersection of the addendum line and the normal line of the pitch curve through point P. P f is the intersection of the dedendum line and the normal line of the pitch curve through point P. η is the angle of the normal and vertical direction and therefore η can be expressed as: 
Assuming that there are n normal equidistant curves between the addendum line and the dedendum line. The parametric equations of n / 2 equidistant curves from the pitch curve to the addendum line and another n / 2 equidistant curves from the dedendum line to the pitch curve can be derived from Eq. (9). 
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where, n is the number of the normal equidistant curves. The t 1 and t 2 represent respectively the t 1 -th equidistant curve from the pitch curve to addendum line and the t 2 -th equidistant curve from the pitch curve to dedendum line respectively. When t 1 = n / 2, it is the addendum line. When t 2 = n / 2, it is the dedendum line. 
Using the Numerical Method to Solve the Tooth Profile
The tooth profile of the non-circular curved face gear can be derived by building the equation of the normal equidistant curve of the non-circular curved face gear using the method above. During the process, the intersection is at a given point if it satisfies the engagement conditions when the cylindrical cutter tooth profile associates with the equidistant curve of the pitch curve of the non-circular curved face gear. According to mechanical principles, the tooth profile equation of an involute cylindrical gear cutter is [13] :
where ± stands for left or right tooth profile of the cutter gear. r b is the radius of the base circle, θ k is the angle of any point on the involute, θ ko is the angle from the involute-starting point to the center line of the gullet, θ ko = π / 2z + invα k , u k is the parameter in the direction of tooth width and α k is the pressure angle of the cutter gear. When u k is determined, the tooth profile of the cutter gear can be calculated by the software of Matlab. According to the coordinate transformation equation P 2' = M 2'k' P k' , the tooth profile of the cutter gear is transferred to the following coordinates of the non-circular curved face gear. Thus, the intersections are calculated through the equations of the line of the points obtained above and the equidistant curve equation of the pitch curve of the non-circular curved face gear.
As shown in Fig. 8a , the left tooth profile of the cutter has four points, which equidistant from one another. P P P P The gear pair can be obtained through generating process. There also exist intersection points where the tooth profile of the cutter intersects with equidistant curves when the tooth space is processed. These points of tooth profile can be verified using the meshing condition. According to the principle of gear engagement, the points of the tooth profile of the noncircular curved face gear must satisfy the meshing 
where N stands for the normal line of cutter tooth surface and v k  2 stands for the relative velocity of the cutter and the non-circular curved face gear. These two parameters need to be expressed in the same coordinate system. As shown in Fig. 8b r 
Finally the points that satisfy Eq. (18) are on the tooth profile. 
Examples of Calculation
The 4-order non-circular curved face gear is processed using an involute cylindrical gear cutter where the parameters are the tooth number z = 12, the pressure angle α k = 20° , and the module m = 4. The gear pair is shown in Fig. 9 . As shown in Fig. 10a , according to the principle of using the numerical method to solve the tooth profile [10] to [12] , the u k is divided in accordance with a tooth width of 72.5 mm, 74.5 mm, 76.5 mm, 78.5 mm, 80.5 mm. 5 equidistant curves used to divide the tooth are distributed 1.5 mm from one another along the tooth depth direction. The middle one of the 5 curves is coincide with the pitch curve.
Non-circular curved face gear Non-circular gear 
Measurement of Non-Circular Curved Surface Gears
As shown in Fig. 11 , the non-circular curved face gear was measured by the contour scanning software of a German Klingelnberg P26 automatic CNC controlled gear measuring center. Since each tooth profile in one cycle on the gear is different, contour scanning should be used as the measuring. According to the measurement and theoretical calculation process, the radius of tooth width, which is the motion trajectory of the probe, is the same as the one calculated above. The coordinate values of the grid nodes on the left tooth surface of tooth 1 are obtained using the measurement points from the neighboring space of the theoretical point from the measured data. The specific values are shown in Table  2 .
Error Analysis of the Tooth Profile
Since there are errors in the actual processing, measurement and in the precision of the numerical method, there also exist errors between the measured values and the theoretical values.
Assuming that the normal distance between the measured point and the theoretical point is the normal error Δd, which is used to measure the deviation between two points. According to the following equation [3] : The normal deviation value is in the range of 5 μm to 16 μm. The precision of the deviation value satisfies the requirements of GB/T 10095.1-2001 precision class grade 6-7, and meets engineering demands. Therefore the numerical method of calculating tooth profiles has been shown to be accurate.
CONCLUSION
In the article, a new kind of gear was generated and geometric and mathematical models were established for this gear. A numerical method used to calculate the tooth profile of the non-circular curved face gear was developed. The correctness of the method was examined by an experiment. The results of the performed research allow the following conclusions to be drawn:
a) The relevant parameters of arbitrary curves were calculated in terms of the cylindrical coordinate system. The parametric equations of the pitch curve of the non-circular curved face gear and the normal equidistant curve equation were obtained.
b) The tooth profile of the non-circular curved face gear in the tooth width direction was obtained by changing the point on the tooth profile of the cutter to the coordinate system of the non-circular curved face gear through the method of coordinate conversion and where the intersection with its pitch curve and the normal equidistant curve occurs.
c) The error of the tooth profile between the theoretical calculations and the actual measurements was analyzed. The results showed that using the numerical method to solve the tooth profile of a non-circular curved face gear high precision and good universality. This calculation method will be of service in the field of error analysis of the tooth surface, accuracy assessment of tooth surface and manufacture, and so on.
